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Introduction

The Brazilian Cerrado (savannas) comprises approximately 200 million ha in central Brazil with a large predominance of acid low-fertility soils, with Oxisols (Ferralsols) accounting for nearly 50% of the area. Considered waste land for agricultural purposes until the mid 1970s, with the widespread use of limestone and chemical fertilizers the Cerrado has become the country’s main producing region for grain crops and Brazil the largest soybean producer and exporter.

Under natural conditions phosphorus (P) deficiency is the most limiting factor for crop production in these soils, and P fertilizers are essential to achieve satisfactory yields. With the increasing costs of chemical fertilizers it has become more important to identify alternative sources with good agronomic and economic effectiveness. Products with such characteristics are the reactive phosphate rocks (RPR), used in Brazil since many decades. RPRs are of sedimentary origin exhibiting high degree of isomorphous substitutions, mainly $\text{PO}_4^{3-}$ by $\text{CO}_3^{2-}$ and $\text{F}^-$. Their reactivity expressed by solubility in extracting solutions, the dissolution rates in soils and P utilization by crops are directly associated with the degree of isomorphous substitutions.

In finely ground form as used in the past the first-year effectiveness of highly reactive phosphate rocks is nearly equivalent to water-soluble P sources for annual crops when broadcast and incorporated to Cerrado oxisols with pH below 6.0 (Sousa et al., 1999; Sousa and Lobato, 2004). Current interest and the subject of this work are the unground (“as received”) RPRs marketed in Brazil since the beginning of the 1990s, with most particles between 0.15 mm and 0.50 mm. Studies with different crops have shown that unground RPRs exhibit satisfactory agronomic effectiveness in Cerrado soils, with the possibility of partially replacing water-soluble sources when properly used (Sousa et al., 1999, 2010; Sousa and Lobato, 2004).

Solubility and agronomic effectiveness

Figure 1a shows the relationship between the relative agronomic effectiveness (RAE) of seven unground RPRs evaluated for soybeans in a clayey Cerrado oxisol and the solubility of finely ground samples (< 0.063 mm) in 2% citric acid (1/100 w/v) (Sousa et al., 2009). Granular triple superphosphate (TSP) was the reference source (RAE=100%). The fertilizers were broadcast and incorporated at 240 kg/ha total $\text{P}_2\text{O}_5$ in the first year, and their residual effect evaluated for five years. Average RAE for the seven RPRs increased from the first to the fourth year. RAE was directly related to the citric acid solubility for the first three years, but no relationship was found in the fourth year when the average RAE was nearly 125% (higher residual effect compared to TSP). In the fifth and sixth years inverse relationships were found, with the lowest soluble sources exhibiting higher residual effects. Cumulative yields of the six soybean crops were similar for the seven RPRs and the TSP treatments, 11.26 t/ha on average, whereas the cumulative yield of the control (-P) treatment was 1.05 t/ha. The relationships between agronomic effectiveness and solubility in two extractants are also shown for RAE calculated from the cumulative yields of the first three crops (Figure 1b).

Therefore, solubility can be used to predict the fresh and residual effects of RPRs in Cerrado soils. Because of the good relationships observed, any of these extractants can be used as an indication of RPR effectiveness in the early years.

Management of reactive phosphate rocks in soils

When broadcast and incorporated at high doses the RPRs currently marketed in Brazil (unground form) exhibit RAE of roughly 50% in the first year increasing to nearly 100% or above in the following one or two years compared to fresh and residual effects of water-soluble P sources. Since the performance of the RPRs quickly increase with
time, these products are suitable alternatives to water-soluble sources for corrective ("build up") P fertilization. Sousa et al. (unpublished data) performed a benefit-cost analysis of the corrective fertilization with RPR and TSP broadcast and incorporated at 240 kg/ha P$_2$O$_5$ in the first year of an ongoing experiment in a clayey Oxisol under no-tillage. Soybeans and corn were grown for a period of 15 years with millet as winter cover crop. TSP was applied in the seed furrow at 80 kg/ha/year P$_2$O$_5$ as maintenance fertilization. The accumulated yield of soybeans and corn was 95.7 t/ha without corrective fertilization. With corrective fertilization using TSP and RPR the accumulated yields were, respectively, 99.2 and 101.0 t/ha, with benefit/cost ratios of 4.4/1 and 7.6/1 considering the unit cost of RPR P$_2$O$_5$ as 75% compared to TSP.

Considering the use of RPRs for maintenance fertilization, since short term agronomic effectiveness is very low for band application in the seed furrow or surface broadcast in the case of no-till systems (Sousa and Lobato, 2004; Sousa et al. 1999, 2010), these products are not recommended for soils responsive to P. This was shown in a soybean experiment with TSP and Gafsa phosphate rock broadcast and applied in the seed furrow at 80 kg/ha/year P$_2$O$_5$ in a clayey oxisol under conventional tillage and no-till systems (Figure 2). Annual plowing, by incorporating broadcast RPR before planting or thoroughly mixing unreacted RPR previously applied in the seed furrow increases the fresh and residual effects, whereas under no tillage soybean yields with either broadcast or banded RPR were significantly lower compared to TSP for the first five crops.

On the other hand, if maintenance fertilization with RPR is anticipated (pre-applied) to the winter cover crop, RAE for the following cash crop (not fertilized with P) can be improved. This was shown in the 15-year no-till experiment previously mentioned, for treatments starting with adequate (near critical level) soil P. When TSP was applied at 80 kg/ha/year of P$_2$O$_5$ in the seed furrow of the cash crops, cumulative grain yield was 99.2 t/ha (average yields of 3.6 t/ha for soybeans and 11.2 t/ha for corn). With RPR applied the same way cumulative yield was 94.9 t/ha (average yields of 3.3 t/ha for soybeans and 10.9 t/ha for corn). On the other hand, when the maintenance application of RPR was anticipated, banded in the seed furrow of the millet cover crop, cumulative yields were equivalent to that of TSP applied to the cash crops (99.2 t/ha, with average yields of 3.6 t/ha for soybeans and 11.2 t/ha for corn).

Lower agronomic effectiveness of surface broadcast RPR compared to band application in the seed furrow has been observed during the first two years after surface application of limestone in no-till systems. The high soil pH of the surface layer, around 7, should decrease the dissolution of RPR. Therefore, in such situation it is recommended maintenance application in the seed furrow rather than surface broadcast.

**Soil testing**

One aspect that should be considered when using RPRs is soil testing since these sources react slowly in the soil, even when broadcast and incorporated. Mehlich-1 extractant (0.0125 mol/L H$_2$SO$_4$ + 0.05 mol/L HCl) adopted by most of the laboratories in the region partially dissolves unreacted phosphate rocks in soil samples taken the year after application, overestimating the availability of soil P for the subsequent crop. Bray-1 (0.03 mol/L NH$_4$F + 0.025 mol/L HCl) and resin extractants, the later routinely used in many soil testing laboratories in Brazil, could be a solution to this problem, not dissolving less soluble ("non-reactive") phosphate rocks in soil samples (Sousa and Lobato, 2004).

The suitability of soil P extractants was evaluated in a clayey oxisol under no-tillage with soybeans fertilized with RPR and TSP at 80 kg/ha/year P$_2$O$_5$ during five years (Sousa et al., 2010). The relationships between grain yields and soil P were not satisfactory for Mehlich-1 as well as for resin methods as used in Brazil, which overestimated soil P availability when fertilized with RPR. This did not occur with Bray-1 extractant, although the prediction of soil P availability was also not very satisfactory, apparently slightly underestimated in the presence of RPR. It makes knowledge of the fertilization history even more important when interpreting soil analysis results and making recommendations for RPR fertilized systems.

- The agronomic effectiveness of RPRs during the first years after broadcast application with incorporation in
Cerrado oxisols is directly related to the solubility in citric and formic acids. In the medium term (>3 years), the residual effects of the least soluble RPRs are equivalent or even slightly higher than water-soluble sources and the most soluble RPRs.

- RPRs are suitable for corrective (build up) fertilization of Cerrado soils. RPRs can also be recommended for maintenance fertilization of grain crops in soils with adequate (near or above critical level) P, being more effective under conventional tillage. The agronomic effectiveness is enhanced when the application of RPR is anticipated to the winter cover crop in no-till grain production systems.

- Mehlich-1 and resin extractants as used in Brazil overestimate the availability of soil P when RPRs are used, which does not occur with the Bray 1 extractant.
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Figure 1. (a) Relationship between the 2% citric acid solubility of seven RPRs broadcast and incorporated in the first year and their relative agronomic effectiveness (RAE) during six years with soybeans. (b) Relationship between RAE calculated from the cumulative yields during the first three years and solubility in 2% citric and formic acids (Source: adapted from Sousa et al., 2009).
Figure 2. Soybean yields in response to triple superphosphate (TSP) and Gafsa phosphate rock (RPR) broadcast (B) or applied in the seed furrow (F) at 80 kg/ha/year $P_2O_5$ during nine years in a clayey oxisol under conventional tillage (CT) and no-till (NT) systems (Source: D.M.G. Sousa and R.S. Nunes, unpublished data).